
An eÆient deentralized on-line traÆ engineering algorithm for MPLSnetworks�Fran�ois Blanhya, Laurent M�elonay and Guy LeduaaResearh Unit in Networking, EECS department, University of Li�ege, Belgiumfblanhy,melon,ledug�run.monte�ore.ulg.a.beMulti-Protool Label Swithing (MPLS) provides ways to ontrol the Label SwithedPaths (LSPs) followed by traÆ trunks in a network and thereby to better traÆ engi-neer it. In this ontext, we look at the problem of organizing the mapping of LSPs inan optimal way throughout the network on the basis of a given objetive funtion. Thisproblem is highly ombinatorial and makes dynami and real-time features a diÆult is-sue for any LSP routing sheme. For this reason, we propose a omputationally eÆient,though approximate, on-line sheme adapted to an inremental optimization of the net-work state. It is then applied to a seldom mentioned traÆ engineering problem : theompromise between load-balaning and traÆ minimization. It is expeted that leverrouting strategies to balane the network load will sometimes favor longer paths in orderto avoid ongestion, leading to an inrease of the overall network utilization. This reason-ing is on�rmed by our study, and we show that an improvement in network managementan be made by appropriately tuning this ompromise.1. IntrodutionRouting in an IP network is oneptually rigid and straightforward from a traÆ engi-neering point of view : any paket roughly follows the shortest path at its disposal. Forthis reason, attempts have been made to allow Internet Servie Providers (ISPs) to gaina measure of ontrol and engineer their traÆ somewhat. For instane, it is now madepossible in OSPF by tuning the weights assigned to the links (as illustrated in [7℄). WithMPLS though, the notion of paket an be abstrated to that of traÆ trunk arried inLSPs, giving us the possibility to ahieve a muh more e�etive traÆ engineering whensetting up a route for suh a traÆ trunk. Indeed, it is a ommon belief that one of themost signi�ant interest of MPLS is traÆ engineering of a network, allowing a better useof its resoures and making provisioning a bit easier.The existene of expliit routing mehanisms in MPLS makes possible an overall opti-mization of the routes taken by all ows throughout the network. However, this requiresthat a knowledge is available on the amount of resoures used by eah LSP. This knowl-edge an ome from ative monitoring of the network or from a preeding request asking�This work has been arried out in the IST-1999-20675 ATRIUM projet funded by the Europeanommission.yResearh Fellow of the Belgian National Fund for Sienti� Researh (F.N.R.S.)



for a ertain level of leased (and guaranteed) resoures. In this paper, we will assume thiskind of data is made available one way or another and onentrate on the path optimiza-tion proess. Quite some work has already been done on this topi. There are two mainategories of shemes : o�-line and on-line. The di�erene is based on the type of dataused in the best paths omputation : the �rst method requires a omplete knowledge of allLSPs going through the network, whereas the seond needs only a syntheti image of eahlink state in the topology. Any sheme an be implemented following two approahes :entralized (the omputation is done by a server) and deentralized (the omputation isdone at an ingress router).An o�-line proedure is generally meant for a entralized implementation. A entralroute server periodially reomputes the best organization of the LSP map, thanks toa generally ostly optimization proedure that may take a lot of time. This way, theresponse time of the network may fall down a long way in omparison with lassialIP routing (unless new LSPs are established using a lassial shortest path, waiting forreoptimization). Some papers however propose quiker spei� shemes thanks to ap-proximations or given traÆ properties ([12℄ among others). Two persistent problems ofthis approah are that the network depends on very few points of failure (two if there isonly one bakup server), and the potential rerouting of lots of LSPs one a new optimalmapping has been omputed. Indeed, the optimal solution has the property of being verysensitive.The on-line approah, ompatible with both a entralized and a deentralized imple-mentation (provided the omputational ost is not too high for a router), is favored bya number of papers ([3℄,[10℄, [9℄, [1℄, the last being learly entralized). Generally, ap-proximate algorithms are used to ompute the path for any new requested LSP. One theomputation is done, the LSP is established immediately, using RSVP-TE [2℄. This kindof sheme o�ers the advantage of being simpler, more robust, and with a generally shorterresponse time.Our work is learly part of the on-line deentralized approah. We propose a verye�etive approximation (O(NM) with N the number of nodes, M the number of links)able to resist a very quik hange of the network where plenty of LSPs are set up anddestroyed in a short span of time. This is a �rst ontribution of this paper. Indeed, wefeel that most other shemes are not quik enough, would not sale very well and mightput a heavy burden on a router in terms of omputational power (exept perhaps [9℄ butit fouses mainly on restoration). Our approah also o�ers the advantage of being verysimple and generi, leaving aside, in a �rst time, the question of the objetives and theonstraints of the optimization proedure. While most mentioned methods use spei�and elaborate tehniques, we think our sheme is potentially adequate (and generallyomputationally more eÆient) to solve a large �eld of traÆ engineering problems. Thisapproximation proedure will be presented in setion 2. In setion 3, we will illustrate howthis sheme an be used to takle a basi traÆ engineering problem : the ompromisebetween balaning the available resoures throughout the network and minimizing theoverall use of the resoures. Indeed, it is obvious that load balaning will favor paths abit longer than a minimal hop routing.



2. Optimization point of view : the CSPF approximationThe goal of this setion is to introdue the problem of optimizing the LSP mappingthroughout a given topology. We wish to onfront an optimal o�-line sheme, using abranh-and-bound algorithm, with a simple on-line approximation obtained thanks to anadapted Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) proedure. Of ourse, we already knowthat the latter is by far the most e�etive (quikest) method, but we an wonder howgood an approximation we an reah with suh a sheme.2.1. General presentation of the problem addressedWe are given� A set of LSPs L, ranged over by l, eah haraterized by a set of generi parameters�(l), inluding the soure and destination nodes, bandwidth reservation, whateverelse is needed for spei� traÆ engineering onstraints.� A topology, under the form of a �nite onneted graph G = (X ;U) where X is a setof nodes (verties) and U a set of links (direted ars) between these nodes. Eahlink is haraterized by a set of generi parameters !(i; j) with (i; j) 2 U inludingfor instane its apaity as well as any feature needed for traÆ engineering. It isassumed no link of the kind (i; i) with i 2 X is inluded in U .� A set of onstraints to be respeted by the LSP mapping on eah link independently.That is, a onjuntion of propositions,^(i;j)2U P(stateL(i;j); !(i; j)) with stateL(i;j) = f�(l)jl 2 L ^ (i; j) 2 path(l)gthat must be veri�ed. It an speify, among others, that the apaity thresholdmust not be exeeded.� Two partiular onstraints allowed for eah LSP l 2 L. The �rst is a ow onstraintsuh that path(l) must be a path in G from soure node to destination node asspei�ed by the graph theory voabulary (a path in a direted graph is any sequeneof ars where the �nal vertex of one is the initial vertex of the next one). The seondis a no-loop onstraint suh that path(l) must be an elementary path in G (eah nodeis used at most one). No other onstraints are allowed on a LSP, whih means weannot ensure path-wide properties for the solution (for example, we annot imposea maximal threshold on the number of hops for a LSP).� An objetive funtion F(path(L); �(L); !(U)) to minimize.We look for a mapping from L to G under the form of a funtionpath(:) : L �! (2U ; order3)speifying the path taken by a LSP from soure to destination through G, minimizing Fand respeting the given onstraints.3the nodes in this set are ordered by preedene in the path



Any instane of this problem an be formulated as a non-linear (at worst, dependingon the objetive funtion F) mixed integer problem with non-linear onstraints (again,at worst, depending on the per-link onstraints). However, even the simplest formulation(linear mixed integer problem with linear onstraints) leads to an at least NP-ompleteproblem [8℄ ommonly solved with a omputationally (very) expensive algorithm alledbranh-and-bound. That is why an o�-line approah (i.e. a powerful server omputesall routes) an be seen as the most diret way to takle this problem, though it is veryslow and highly stati. In a pratial use (day-to-day management of a network), anadditional onstraint omes from the fat that the requests for LSPs our at di�erentpoints in time, requiring a onstant update of the mapping. An o�-line approah hasdiÆulties to ope with this partiular feature. It is therefore appropriate to look forpolynomial approximate shemes following an inremental approah, that is, adding theLSPs one by one, in the order of ourrene of the requests. This is the sope of the nextsetion.2.2. Double approximation using a CSPFWith an inremental sheme, the same as with any other approximation, we an onlyhope to reah a loal optimum among the available LSP mappings, whereas the branh-and-bound �nds the global optimum. But even if we look only at the problem of addinga single LSP to a given topology (with or without any other LSPs running), omputingthe optimum (global for this redued problem) is again at least NP-omplete. Lookingfor a polynomial sheme, we have to settle for a seond approximation, yielding a loaloptimum in our searh for the best route for a new LSP.Basially, we limit the exploration of the routes available to those examined by a on-strained shortest path algorithm, a CSPF, the osts on the links being the variation onthe objetive funtion aused by bringing the link into the path for the LSP. A lassialDijkstra algorithm ould almost do it exept that those osts might be negative, depend-ing on the objetive funtion F : nothing ensures that adding an LSP always makesthe objetive inrease. We will then use the well-known Bellman-Kalaba sheme ([4℄)(sometimes alled Bellman-Ford) and adapt its formulation to our needs.On the basis of the hypothesis of setion 2.1, we have a set L of LSPs already establishedthrough the path(:) funtion. We want to add a new LSP lnew with parameters �(lnew).Let Lnew = L [ lnew. We de�ne� a prediate that tells us if (i,j) with i; j 2 X is a valid link for lnew,p(i; j) = (i; j) 2 U ^ P(stateL(i;j) [ f�(lnew)g; !(i; j))� a no-loop lause applied to a potential partial route fi0; i1; ::; in�1g for lnew and anode in, suh thatnl(in; fi0; i1; ::; in�1g) = :(in 2 fi0; i1; ::; in�1g) ik 2 X ; k 2 [0; n℄� a sore funtion applied to a potential partial route fi0; i1; ::; ing for lnew, suh thats(fi0; i1; ::; ing) = 8<: F(path(Lnew); �(Lnew); !(U))if (ik; ik+1) 2 U 8k 2 [0; n� 1℄1 otherwise



with path(lnew) = fi0; i1; ::; ing ik 2 X ; k 2 [0; n℄� a link-ost funtionv(i; j) = 8<: 1 if :p(i; j) _ :nl(j; �(i))�(i; j) = s(�(i) [ fjg)� s(�(i))otherwise8i; j 2 Xwith �(:) : X �! (2U ; order4), yielding the urrent partial path from the soure tothe spei�ed node already omputed in the Bellman-Kalaba proedure. Of ourse,it is preferable that the evaluation of �(i; j) an be done without reomputingthe whole route sores. A suitable property of the sore funtion (i.e. the objetivefuntion F) is that it an be updated e�etively, in an inremental way, when addinga link to the path.Using these notations as well as those of setion 2.1, the formulation of the Bellman-Kalaba algorithm is almost unhanged from the original. Let dk(i) be the ost of the bestomputed route from soure node 1 to node i at step k and note that in graph theory,the �(:) funtion returns the "destination set" of a node, following link orientation.The algorithm follows these steps :1) � dk(1) = 0; 8k 2 Nd1(i) = v(1; i); 8i 2 Xk + 1) dk+1(i) = minj2��1(i)fdk(j) + v(j; i)g 8i 2 XNote that v(j; i) above dynamially hanges with the path used to reah j. It stopsif dk(i) = dk+1(i) 8i 2 X , dk(i) is then the minimal ost for a path from 1 to i and theapproximation to the optimal route for the new LSP is given by �(destination). Theonvergene is ensured in at worst jX j steps, unless there is some negative iruit (whihis made impossible by the partiular no-loop onstraint presented in setion 2.1). Notethat this algorithm is of omplexity O(NM) with N the number of nodes, M the numberof links, whih makes it quite eÆient. The ow onstraint is of ourse ensured by theproedure.Why is the solution approximate? The proedure progresses from the soure towards thedestination always using the link whih minimizes the variation of the objetive funtion.However, these variations depend on the partial path used to reah the link. Whih meansthat, to �nd the true optimal route, we may have to hoose a link whose variation is notminimal, but suh that further variations will be smaller, and the �nal objetive valuelower. This an be ompared to the well known problem of ontinuous optimization ofa funtion whose slope is unknown. In that situation, we an reah a loal minimum byfollowing down the slope of the urve, but nothing tells us that there is no better minimumin another "valley", unreahable exept by limbing a bit. But how do you know whento limb? This is what makes our problem NP-omplete. There is no way to irumvent4again, the nodes in this set are ordered by preedene in the path



this exept by requiring ertain properties from the objetive funtion. For instane, inthe ontinuous optimization problem just mentioned, a onvex objetive funtion makessure any minimum we �nd is global. In general, a areful hoie of the objetive funtionan be suÆient to make sure the solution is not that muh suboptimal as it will be thease with the load-balaning objetive of setion 3.In order to assess the onsisteny of this approximation, we have onfronted it to anexat algorithm. In [6℄ we presented a mixed-integer formulation for a basi instaneof the problem introdued in setion 2.1, and used it to draw a lower bound (a relaxedsolution) as a point of omparison. The onlusion was that the approximation is verylose to the optimal solution provided the mean LSP size is small enough ompared tothe mean link apaity.3. TraÆ engineering point of viewThe purpose of this setion is not the presentation of elaborated tehniques to engineerthe traÆ of a network. Rather, we simply want to validate the approximate approahof setion 2.2 by illustrating how it an be used to ontrol the ows passing through anetwork, to minimize the resoures used, the bloking probability, et. This will be donesimply by an appropriate hoie of the objetive funtion. Remember that, aside fromthe soure and destination, a LSP l 2 L is only haraterized by its requested bandwidth�bw(l). Eah link of (i; j) 2 U has a spei� bandwidth apaity !ap(i; j). The onlyobligation we have is to respet the apaity on a link while routing the LSPs.We will �rst present the objetive funtions in use, before laying down some results andobservations obtained by simulations.3.1. Objetive funtions for traÆ engineeringIn the following, we denote L(i;j) the load on link (i; j) 2 U .3.1.1. Load balaning objetive funtionX(i;j)2U � L(i;j)!ap(i; j) � L!ap�2 with L!ap = 1jUj X(i;j)2U L(i;j)!ap(i; j)the mean of the relative link load throughout the network. This funtion is then thevariane on the relative link load and, as suh, represents the deviation from the optimalload balaning situation. In a perfetly balaned network, this deviation would be zerofor all links so that all would be oupied in exatly the same proportions. Note that aninremental update of the objetive when adding a link is possible after some development(more details an be found in [6℄). This is a quadrati funtion for two reasons :� Obviously, the deviation should be a positive notion.� As the deviation inreases, it is penalized with a sore that rises more than linearly.Indeed, it is oneivable that an optimization proedure might prefer a very poorbalaning on a single link along with a perfet one for all others, against a situation



where all links are very well balaned (though not perfetly). Using a quadratifuntion prevents this to some extent.3.1.2. Load balaning limitation (traÆ minimization)The main problem with the load-balaning funtion presented above is that the onlything it tries to do is to atten the relative load throughout the network. It will not matterif some of the paths go a long way around in order to ahieve a better load-balaning. Thismeans that LSPs may be haraterized by very long delays, and that the network load issuseptible to rise very quikly. We must then try to limit the length of the paths hosenfor the LSPs by adding a kind of "shortest path length" term to the objetive funtion.But of ourse, this limitation must be arefully hosen so as to let the load-balaning termoperate when needed, both terms must sale in a similar manner.After a areful study of the variation of the load balaning funtion, we deided touse as our "traÆ minimization" term the sum of the square relative link loads. As aonsequene, the ompromise between load balaning and traÆ minimization an beexpressed as followsX(i;j)2U � L(i;j)!ap(i; j) � L!ap�2 + � X(i;j)2U � L(i;j)!ap(i; j)�2Why is this interesting? The (weighted) ombination of both terms will give moreimportane to the load-balaning term if the deviation is high enough to justify the detour,else it will let the "shortest path" term minimize the resoures used. The weighting fator� allows to give more importane to one aspet or the other.3.1.3. Variant - Average delay objetive funtionX(i;j)2U 1!ap(i; j)� L(i;j)Sine, for a paket size P , P!ap(i;j)�L(i;j) approximates the queuing and transmissiondelay on link (i; j), optimizing this funtion will strive to minimize the average delaythroughout the network. This will naturally lead to load-balane the network. Moreover,this objetive has a built-in traÆ minimization feature in the sense that long paths woulddegrade the average delay and are therefore disouraged.3.2. "Load balaning versus traÆ minimization" ompromise at workBefore presenting some simulations, let us onsider what we ould expet. Load bal-aning the network should ideally produe a network with an homogeneous blokingprobability by soure-destination pair. Hopefully, it ould also lower the overall blok-ing probability in omparison with a lassial shortest path (in number of hops). On theother hand, using suh traÆ engineering tehniques sometimes favor detours and it mightlogially inrease further the load inside the network (again ompared with a minimumhop routing). Clearly there must be a ompromise between load-balaning and traÆminimization. The purpose here is to experiment how the objetive funtions desribedin the preeding setion, along with the CSPF approximation of setion 2.2 allow us to



play on this ompromise. More importantly, we want to know if some advantage an bedrawn in the �eld of network management.The results presented orrespond to a generated topology with 20 nodes. 10 ingressnodes have been seleted and a soure-destination probability distribution as well as aLSP-bandwidth requested probability density have been randomly reated. These prob-abilities are used and respeted by a random LSP request (removal) generator. The ratiobetween the mean link apaity and the mean LSP size has been set to 50.In all simula-tions, LSPs are added up to a ertain number or up to a ertain network load (a kind ofrise in power). Then LSPs are added and removed in suh a way as to keep a stationnarystate (in terms of the number of LSPs or the network load). The idea is to simulate aontinuous use of the topology, lots of paths being set up and destroyed for some timewhile we trak the bloking probability, the number of failed establishment, the networkload, the number of LSPs established, and the relative load deviation (image of the load-balaning). Note that the bloking probability is an exat value, not an estimation, andwas omputed with a simple sheme desribed in [6℄.The topology used has been "perfetly engineered" thanks to a Generalized maximumonurrent ow algorithm. By "perfetly engineered", we mean that a load of 100% isreahable throughout the network if the soure-destination probabilities are respetedand the LSP-bandwidth are in�nitesimal. This has been done beause we realized it wasuseless to try to engineer the traÆ on a network with engineering inonsistenies suhas huge links following very small ones (they an only reah a very small relative load).And indeed, the Generalized maximum onurrent ow approximation we used is loseto the behaviour used by some network engineers we have met (e.g. "double up the linkapaity when it reahes 50% of load"). Note that we have applied the same simulationsto a ompletely random topology, the results were presented in [6℄ and are very similar,though in a less marked way.The results are expressed in terms of the mean overall bloking probability, the meannumber of LSPs and the mean network load observed throughout the simulations. Figure1 illustrates our ompromise in the ase of a network load frozen at 80%, while �gure 2shows the results with a �xed number of LSPs (550). The shortest path in terms of hopounts is used as a referene.For a onstant network load, we an see on �gure 1 that as the importane of load-balaning inreases (lower �), the bloking probability dereases. However, the numberof LSPs established goes down as well and falls very low for � = 0. In this ase, it wouldseem that � = 0:25 is an optimal "load-balaning - traÆ minimization" ompromise,sine it has a low bloking probability for a relatively high number of LSPs (3 times lesshane of LSP bloking than the shortest path, for an equivalent number of LSPs). Wean see that the ompromise ahieved by the delay objetive is not quite as good, but ithas the advantage of being self-ontained, without any need for tuning, besides it is stillmuh better than the shortest path. It is interesting to notie that the number of LSPsestablished by a onstrained shortest path in the hop sense is slightly lower than whatan be obtained with the superior values of �, though the network load is the same. Byalways hoosing the shortest possible path no matter the onsequenes, we end up doingmore detours to get to the destination as some links beome saturated.For a �xed number of LSPs, as shown on �gure 2, the onlusions remain globally the
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Figure 2. �xed number of LSPs (550)same. The network load logially inreases for a dereasing � favoring load balaning.The bloking probability, inuened by the network load, shows a minimum for � = 0:25.The right ompromise is ahieved for � = 0:25 or � = 0:5. The untunable delay objetivegives good results, but the shortest path is one again left behind with a very high blokingprobability for a network load not that muh lower.By playing on this "load-balaning versus traÆ minimization" ompromise in realtopologies, we an hope to gain muh. Some providers we have met use to double the linkapaity when the load reahes 50%, and indeed a shortest path routing strategy is thenlose to its limits onerning bloking probabilities. With a more sophistiated shemesuh as this one, we an hope to make a better use of the resoures by allowing highernetwork load in normal use.4. ConlusionWe believe the kind of sheme presented in setion 2.2 is well-adapted to solve traÆengineering problems of the ategory desribed in setion 2.1 and some others as well.Though alternatives exist, whether o�-line or on-line, entralized or deentralized, oursheme seems an exellent ompromise between omputational eÆieny and optimality.It appeared in [6℄ that for a small enough LSP mean size ompared to link apaities,the auray of the solution is high. This approah is also easily upgradable, in the sensethat notions suh as preemption [5℄, restoration [11℄an be integrated in a straightforwardmanner. Moreover, the distint underlying three-fold organization of the sheme (ob-jetive or sore funtion, prediate, omputation proedure) leaves the door wide openfor re�nement : we an de�ne new objetives, add new lauses to the prediate and im-prove the approximate sheme independently. Last, due to the omputational eÆienyof the approximation, this method is highly dynami, almost ompatible with some kindof "peer-to-peer session" LSP establishment, and has a very short response time. In fat,the time needed to establish an LSP is pratially redued to that required to announethe path through the network.Though setion 3 was meant as a basi illustration of what we intend with this sheme,we think it has the interest of showing pratially a ompromise that is seldom mentioned :load-balaning against traÆ minimization. It is obvious that lever traÆ engineeringtehniques, favoring detours (even small) for the LSP paths may speed-up the growth ofresoures utilization and end up giving a worse result than a simple minimum hop routing.
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